Automatic differentiation can be used to evaluate the derivatives of and set up Taylor series for implicitly defined functions and maps. We provide several examples of how this works, within the context of the MXYZPTLK class library, and discuss its extension to inverse functions.
formal, and how it works is not obvious to naive intuitionists. It is hoped that the following heuristic argument will be easier to understand while retaining essential points of the proof.
Let f : R + R possess a fixed point, z*. The sequence zn+l = f(zn), started "close enough" to z*, converges to z* provided that 1 f(z*) I < 1. Now consider the recursion, and assume that it converges to a fixed point, z*(m), for a given m. This requires that zn+l(m) = F(zn(m), m) , Differentiating both Eqs. (l) and (2), we get the following result.
where primes denote differentiation with respect to m, and 8k means differentiation with respect to the kth argument. The defect between z L +~ and z*'(m) can therefore be estimated as follows. (l -8,F(z+(m) 
As long as Eq. (2) is satisfied, i.e., as long as the original sequence converges t o a fixed point, the defect decreases and limn--roo zh = z*'(m). Higher derivatives work as well.
The important thing is to recognize that simultaneously,
The demonstration of a convergent sequence then goes through exactly as with the first derivative. The only condition that enters into play is Eq.(2), which is nothing more than the original requirement of convergence. These arguments still go through for a dimension greater than one, but the condition Eq. (2) Notice the repetition of the earlier pattern: derivatives settle down to their limiting value in sequence. In particular, the highest order derivatives can undergo unsettlingly large excursions before convergence kicks in. However, this is not a danger, as evaluation of higher order derivatives could be suppressed, if needed, until the lower order ones have converged.
The wonderful thing is that we could start the recursion using any DA variable for m, not just atomic projectors. We could, for example, use a code fragment like the following 
[31 
will make x, with all its derivatives, converge to a zero of F. To repeat the example of Eq.(3), we then define DA F( DAI: x ) { return ( x -cos( m*x 1 1; 1 before entering the main function. The complete program, although short (about 60 lines) is too long to be included here. For those would like to experiment with the program and who have a C++ compiler, it and the MXYZPTLK package can be ob- [6] tained as is via anonymous ftp from calvin.fnal.gov in the directory /pub/outgoing/michelotti/mxyzptlk or /pub/outgoing/michelot ti/beamline.6
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